Example of 6 Days / 5 Nights boat trip

Day 1:
Pick up at the harbour of Wakai in the early morning. Store the luggage in the boat and start the journey. Refreshing drink and food will
serve you in the boat. Traveling all the way up to Malenge Island. Get the first impressions of the beautiful landscapes.
Check in the Lodge, take a rest and get the lunch later. In the afternoon you have time to relax at the beach, swimming or just hang out in
the hammock. Enjoy the sunset with a cool Bintang-Beer.

Day 2:
In the morning we go to a snorkeling trip to Reef No.5. Here you can enjoy the beauty of the island under the water.
In the afternoon we have time to visit the Bajo Village and you can take a walk on the the long bridge which connects the island of Pulau
Papan with Malenge.

Day 3:
Today we will visit the bigg
wooden bridges with each other.
We take a walk through the labyrinth of small paths, brigeds and stick houses. To reach Kabalhutan, which is located in the south of the
Archipelo, we will take a boat ride through the north-south canals between the islands of Talatakoh and Togian.

Day 4:
We will check out of the Lodge and send our bags by boat. We will cross the island of Malenge by foot through the jungle. On the way we
can see the coconut farms, tropical plants and if we are lucky we can see monkeys or wild pigs. We will have our lunch in traditional village
with a local family. After lunch we move to the next Lodge.
Check in at the Lodge and explore the new place. In the afternoon we will take a swim in the Jellyfish lake.

Day 5:
After the breakfast we take the boat to Hotel California/Reef No. 1 where you can explore the house on the sticks in the middle of the ocean
and snorkel at the reef.
We will be back for lunch at the lodge and in the afternoon we will try to find the turtles and take a swim with them.

Day 6:
In the morning you have time to sleep as long you like, enjoy breakfast and the last swim on the lodge.
After having lunch we will transfer you to Wakai. You have time to buy food and we will help you to get the Ferryticket back to Gorontalo or
organize your travel forward to Ampana or on Togian Islands.

Please note:
This is an example of a 6 Days / 5 Night boat trip. All our boat trips depend on the weather conditions! If the weather is too bad, we have to
cancel/chance the daily program. For each tour we choose those locations we know the weather will be good.
Insurance for belongings and personal injury is the participants own responsibility.

